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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to present support for the argument
that Samuel Beckett's novel Molloy is in fact a dark parody of James
Joyce's novel Ulysses, written during a transitional phase of Beckett's
career, when he was struggling to free himself from the pervasive in
fluence of his mentor, Joyce.
The two central characters in Beckett's novel, Molloy and Moran,
are compared and contrasted with their counterparts in Ulysses— Ste
phen Dedalus and Leopold Bloom. Various episodes from the novels are
analyzed with respect to a few common themes. Stephen and Molloy have
similar roles as confused writers, quick-witted philosophers, and
anguished sons. Bloom and Moran ponder the common concerns of father
hood, sensual gratification, dispossession, and escape from the boun
daries of the self.
In a final section, the overall structures of the two novels are
examined, and it is argued that Beckett's aim in Molloy is to provide a
critique of Joyce's optimistic vision of an all-embracing, circular
theory of history.
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RESTORING SILENCE

The relationship between James Joyce and Samuel Beckett was an ex
tremely complex one. In Beckett's early postgraduate years, he was one
of a number of younger men who admired Joyce's writing and assisted him
in minor ways with the composition and translation of Work in Progress
while Joyce lived in Paris. Joyce knew that Beckett possessed a keen
mind, and the two spent long hours together discussing literature and
philosophy. Beckett's affection and respect for Joyce have been well
documented.
More ambiguous is the question of Joyce's influence on Beckett's
own writing. The very early works, such as "Whoroscope" and "Text" may
very easily be compared to Joyce's Wake. Beckett appropriates many of
the literary devices used by Joyce— extravagant puns, convoluted inter
nal monologues, historically precise details. On the other hand, the
later fiction and plays, including Happy Days and Endgame, exhibit lit
tle evidence that Beckett borrowed anything from Joyce. So radical is
Beckett's apparent departure from the path of his mentor that Barbara
Gluck can write that "For the majority of critics, the answer to the
question of Joyce's literary influence on Samuel Beckett is the same
now given to speculations about life on the moon: there is none" (9).
Those critics fail to interpret adequately a vital period of Beck
ett 's career— the postwar (1946-1948) "siege in the room" when he com
posed three novels and the play Waiting for Godot. Molloy was the
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first of these works, and it bears an interesting resemblance to
Ulysses in its themes, plot structure, and depiction of character. The
wanderings of Molloy and Moran have much in common with those of Ste
phen Dedalus and Leopold Bloom; the four characters walk the same paths
that their authors knew so well— the streets of Dublin.
The similarities are not surprising. Joyce cast a long shadow, and
Beckett remained in that shadow for years. What is remarkable about
Molloy is that Beckett is taking Joycean patterns and twisting them in
order to fashion a dark parody of Ulysses. He has altered Joyce's fic
tional landscape to reflect his own more pessimistic vision. One ques
tion which must concern the reader is why Beckett should wish to rnock a
novel which inspired him so much. Of course, it would not be so very
unusual for one gifted Irishman to offer tribute to another in this
fashion. What is significant about this parody is the light it sheds on
Beckett's own career and philosophy. He was at a creative crossroads;
in poetry and prose he had followed "modernist" precepts of Joyce,
using the English language in a manner calculated to enlighten by means
of obfuscation. By the time of Molloy, Beckett had made the decision to
abandon English completely, to write in French with a much simpler,
sparer style.
Harold Bloom, in his work The Anxiety of Influence, provides a de
tailed explanation of why writers must struggle with the successes of
those who preceded them. In the "Askesis" section, he poses the follow
ing questions: "How can [poets] give pleasure, if in no way they have
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received it? But how can they receive the deepest pleasure, the ecsta
sy of priority, of self-begetting, of an assured autonomy, if their
way to the True Subject and their own True Selves lies through the
precursor's subject and his self?" (116). It is probable that Beckett
felt the need to free himself from the influence of Joyce, both artis
tically and personally. The vehicle he chose was Molloy, an icono
clast's laughing farewell to the author of Ulysses.
In addition, it is possible to argue from a psychological stand
point that Joyce served as a surrogate father to the young Beckett,
particularly when one examines Beckett's disastrous "affair" with Lu
cia Joyce. Beckett's position was an uncomfortable one, for the emo
tionally disturbed Lucia fastened upon him, mistaking his politeness
for affection. Beckett had no wish to insult Joyce, yet certainly had
no desire to form a union with the daughter. The conflicting relation
ships created much tension in Beckett's mind, and perhaps Molloy was
one way of releasing that tension.
In my analysis of Beckett's "escape" from Joyce's influence, I
will examine specific incidents in Ulysses, and show how Beckett cre
ates parallel situations in Molloy. Invariably, Beckett's sequences
serve as darkly humorous counterpoints to the episodes in Ulysses. In
the first sections, I will focus on Stephen and Molloy in their roles
as confused writers, quick-witted philosophers, and anguished sons. In
the later sections, I will argue that Leopold Bloom's major concerns—
those of fatherhood, sensual gratification, dispossession and escape
from the boundaries of the self— are shared
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by his more cynical counterpart Moran. In the final portion of the
thesis, I will address the more general question of Molloy1s struc
tural affinities with Ulysses, why circular patterns are significant
for Joyce and how Beckett adopts those patterns for use in his novel.
Beckett's shrewdly reasoned pessimism provides an intellectual founda
tion for the actions and motives of his two major characters. His suc
cess in breathing comic life into a bleak philosophy is what gives the
novel its unity, tying together the travels of Molloy and Moran.
Both Stephen Dedalus and Molloy are writers, but their respective
attitudes toward the craft are very different. Stephen composes poetry
and devotes some energy to literary criticism (his Hamlet theory).
A Dubliner, he has grown up among a language-intoxicated people and
can appreciate the skill of such men as Oscar Wilde and William Butler
Yeats. Yet when Mulligan holds up a shaving mirror, Stephen makes the
sarcastic observation that "it is a symbol of Irish art. The cracked
lookingglass of a servant" (Joyce 6). Despite the brilliance of the
literary men whom he admires, and despite his confidence in his own
blossoming talent, he is no worshipper at the shrine of Calliope. The
writer's role is not to uplift, but to delineate honestly by means of
the "cold steelpen" (Joyce 6). Inspiration is a dear commodity; often
the melancholy Stephen is "depressed by his own voice" (Joyce 7), re
duced to earning his bread in that inelegant haven for authors, the
teaching profession.
One of his frustrations concerning writing is its essentially
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ephemeral nature. He longs for some symbol of permanence in man
kind's impermanent world, and his chosen method of artistic expres
sion cannot fulfill that desire. Mulligan's ingenious mockery of the
Church is a prime example of the weakness of mere words; Stephen mu
ses: "Words Mulligan had spoken a moment since in mockery to the
stranger. Idle mockery. The void awaits surely all them that weave
the wind" (Joyce 18). It is not only Mulligan's cheap taunts that
Stephen condemns here. Richard Kain, in his study of Ulysses,states
that " 'Weave, weaver of the wind' recurs as a refrain through his
meditations...where it forms a metaphor of the artistic process" (91).
Stephen is not ready to abandon all writing as meaningless, but he is
never certain of the ultimate value of his efforts. The phrase from
Isaiah
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is for Stephen a message of caution, a message echoed in that

same Biblical passage when the prophet describes the wrath of God, de
claring that: "The paper reeds by the brooks, by the mouth of the
brooks, and everything sown by the brooks, shall wither, be driven
away, and be no more" (19:7). Stephen fears that his "paper reeds"
shall also wither, that his literary efforts are as "windy" as Mulli
gan's back-alley jokes.
In the "Nestor" chapter, Stephen's doubts about the human condi
tion are more generalized; he links the question of artistic perma
nence with that of historical inevitability. While teaching a history
lesson to dull students, he allows his mind to wander, and he ponders
the fate of two ancient generals as recounted by Plutarch:
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Had Pyrrhus not fallen by a beldam's hand in Argos or Julius
Caesar not been knifed to death. They are not to be thought
away. Time has branded them and fettered they are lodged in
the room of the infinite possibilities they have ousted. But
can those have been possible seeing that they never were. Or
was that only possible which came to pass? Weave, weaver of
the wind (Joyce 21).
He ends this thought by repeating to himself the scrap of verse from
Isaiah. The mention of Caesar's murder may primarily be a simple histo
rical reference, but according to Weldon Thornton it may also "be seen
as an allusion to any account of the event, such as Shakespeare's Ju
lius Caesar" (29). Stephen has linked the inability of even the strong
est mortals to escape from the "prisons" of time and fate with the ina
bility of writers to describe any event in its totality. They are all
weavers of the wind, and he is one of them.
Molloy is far more cynical than Stephen, and professes no faith
at all in the value of the writing process. His world is more dream
like, more vague, and verbal communication is correspondingly even less
likely to provide a permanent foundation for the human spirit. Stephen
doubts, but he is able at least to comprehend literary endeavors. Mol
loy is a desperate "hack", with no conception of how to translate his
writing:
There's this man who comes every week... /He gives me money
and takes away the pages. So many pages, so much money. Yes,
I work now, a little like I used to, except that I don't
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know how to work anymore. That doesn't matter apparently
(

(Beckett, Molloy 7).
The pages he hands in are returned to him the next week, "marked with
signs I don't understand." For Molloy, there exists a "wind" of intel
lectual effort and no writer can hope to be anything but a weaver of
that empty wind.
Stephen's interest in poetry is evidence that he does not whole
heartedly believe literary work to be a worthless sham. Joyce makes
clear in Portrait of the Artist that Stephen is ambitious in his de
signs for a literary life, and plans "to forge in the smithy of [his]
soul the uncreated conscience of [his] race" (Joyce, Portrait 253). He
seems determined to glean seme kernels of beauty from the stubble of
his existence. Molloy is beyond gleaning, for he cherishes no particu
lar race, and harbors no ambition. His litany has been formulated in
the narrow confines of his bare room, where enthusiasm can no longer
overcome depression. He appears to accept his losses:
And truly it little matters what I say, this or that or any
other thing. Saying is inventing. Wrong, very rightly wrong.
You invent nothing, you think you are inventing, you think
you are escaping, and all you do is stammer out your lesson,
the remnants of a pensum one day got by heart and long for
gotten, life without tears, as it is wept. To hell with it
anyway (Beckett 41).
Molloy takes as his metaphor for life the sort of schoolroom in which
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Stephen and his pupils suffer daily. The difference here is that there
is no graduation for the student, no later illumination. The individual
is doomed lifelong to stammer out his creed, using words inadequate to
the task of genuine communication.
Molloy's seemingly hopeless dirges about the nature of writing
have their origins in Beckett's own strange laughter. John Fletcher an
alyzes the black humor in Beckett's works, and concludes that "This
jesting springs from a profound conviction of the impotence of language
to convey anything of improtance" (Fletcher 136). Yet language is all
that Beckett's postbellum wanderers are left with. When a reporter
asked Beckett how Ireland, a small, poor country, could produce so many
fine writers, he replied, "It's the priests and the British. They have
buggered us into existence. After all, when you are in the last bloody
ditch, there is nothing left but to sing" (Bair 282). Molloy is Ste
phen, reduced to the status of a singer in the ditch.
Stephen the immature artist and Molloy the weary scrivener strive
for spiritual freedom. Stephen wants independence in order to perform
what he, in his hopeful moments, believes to be his mission— literary
creation. Molloy wants to live alone simply because to do so is part of
the natural journey of man, and he is relentlessly determined to com
plete the journey. The image of a key is important in the struggle
of these characters toward maturity.
Stephen feels imprisoned by dependency. Joyce finds a symbol for
this dependency in the key which unlocks the Martello tower, a dwelling
where Stephen's rent is paid by Buck Mulligan. Early in the novel, Ste
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phen decides to return the key to Mulligan: "He wants that key. It is
mine, I paid the rent. Now I eat his salt bread. Give him the key too.
All He will ask for it. That was in his eyes" (Joyce 17). Stephen has
realized that he cannot produce good work if he is indebted to someone
whom he despises. He must break dramatically with his past. Mulligan is
the "usurper," one of those treacherous Irishmen who have taken over
Stephen's native soil. The young poet, now dispossessed, believes that
this renunciation will release new creative energies.
Molloy's key is the one that opens his mother's cashbox. Frus
trated, eager to be free of her, he embarks on a similar quest for
self-sufficiency: "It was I who took the key from under the pillow,
who took the money out of the drawer, who put the key back under the
pillow. But I didn't come for money" (Beckett 8). His ambition is more
vague than Stephen's and he has less hope of realizing it. Stephen
would be content with money, as long as the money canes from a source
other than Mulligan. Money would give him time for his writing, and
free him from dependence on his debt-ridden family. Beckett mocks such
romantic longings by describing Molloy's realization that possession of
his mother's money will not free him from his mother. Therefore Molloy
is not tempted by the cash; it is his own soul which shackles him. It
is only after finding the emotional strength to steal the key that he
can understand that the lock it fits guards nothing of importance.
In another episode of Ulysses which has its parallel in Molloy,
Stephen discovers that the seashore is a quiet haven for those seeking
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temporary relief from society's pressures. Molloy also indulges in phi
losophical speculation at the shore, but his vision is much bleaker
than Stephen's. The young Dedalus tries on a number of metaphysical
"hats" as he strolls along Sandymount Strand. His most obvious source
of inspiration is the work of Bishop Berkeley:
Who ever anywhere will read these written words? Signs on a
white field. Somewhere to someone in your flutiest voice.
The good bishop of Cloyne took the veil of the temple out of
his shovel hat: veil of space with coloured emblems hatched
on its field (Joyce 40).
The Bishop builds his argument on an idea often summarized as "esse
est aut percipe aut percipere" or "to be is to be perceived or to per
ceive" (Oopleston, Vol.V, 216). The result of his reasoning is his
theory that material things can be reduced to clusters of ideas, and
those things which we percieve must be the products of a creating in
tellect or spirit— God.
Stephen does not completely accept such precepts. As he stares at
the waves and sand, he reminds himself of Samuel Johnson's refutation
of Berkeley's philosophy. But Stephen never allows this argument to
brush away the Bishop's idealism, and the reason for that faith may be
Stephen's real need of spiritual and intellectual comfort. He must re
concile the contrasting visions on Sandymount Strand— the dog's bloated
carcass, "the slender trees, the lemon houses", the "allwombing tomb."
Berkeley's theistic phenomenalism helps to fill Stephen's hunger for a

logical answer to the juxtaposition of pain, sorrow, and beauty wher
ever he turns.
Joyce did not haphazardly choose to bring Berkeley into Stephen's
thoughts. The idea that the qualities of things are what we perceive,
and that those perceptions can change with the perceiver, is an elo
quent argument for the Joycean technique of describing the world of
Dublin from the points of view of numerous Dubliners. The search for
truth becomes a communal exercise, because it is a search a single
character cannot perform in complete

isolation, in the night of limi

ted subjectivity. Joyce's interior monologues are the products of his
renunciation of the "omniscient" author's perspective, and this re
nunciation is liberating. Stephen's final glimpse of the sea reveals a
hopeful, even Christian sign, heralding a shift in the novel's focus:
"He turned his face over a shoulder, rere regardant. Moving through
the air high spars of a threemaster, her sails braided up on the
crosstrees, honing, upstream, silently moving, a silent ship"
(Joyce 42).
Molloy too finds calmness near the sea, but he cannot find solace
"And in the cave, lit by the beacons at night, I knew what to do in or
der to be no worse off than elsewhere" (Beckett 92). His reave is not
one of Plato's, but one belonging to the continental rationalists, who
provide Beckett with a great part of his philosophical foundations.
Beckett delights in metaphysical questions as much as Joyce. Ludovic
Janvier states that "...no source of allusions is so charming to Beck
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ett as divine philosophy. Philosophy pervades the trilogy" (Janvier 21)
Molloy looks back further than Berkeley for his inspiration— to
Descartes, the passionate sceptic. The best method for determining what
verities do exist, Descartes writes, is first to "divide up each of the
difficulties...into as many parts as possible and as seem requisite"
(Copleston, Vol IV, 75). Molloy possesses analytical hunger in abundan
ce, as demonstrated in his efforts to create a proper pattern of use
for his "sucking stones" while he waits near the sea. Stephen looks
outward in his quest for truth; Molloy turns his own pockets inside out
with the air of a slapstick metaphysician. He spends many hours trying
to figure out mathematically how he can suck each of sixteen stones in
succession without sucking any one of them twice: "And sitting on the
shore, before the sea, the sixteen stones spread out before my eyes, I
gazed at them in anger and perplexity" (Beckett 95). He does at last
manage to find a partial solution to this bewildering tangle of possi
bilities. His brain is for a few moments at ease, a perfect Cartesian
tool satisfied with its labors: "And if in the cycles taken together
utter confusion was bound to reign, at least within each cycle taken
separately I could be easy in my mind, at least as easy as one can be,
in a proceeding of this kind" (Beckett 98).
There is an underlying air of resigned pessimism in Molloy's
words, Stephen's dejection deepened. Error in the world is not an ac
cident of will or of circumstance, but a constant, a necessary element
of life, and a man cannot control such external events. Beckett de
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parts from Descartes here, finding much of the basis of this fatalis
tic strain in the works of a 17th century Calvinist professor at Lou
vain, Arnold Geulincx. Geulincx postulates an even more complete sepa
ration of mind and body than Descartes. The mind becomes utterly pass
ive in the universe of Geulincx; an individual is "a spectator of the
production of changes and movements in [his] body, but [he is] not the
actor, the real causal agent, in spite of [his] interior acts of will"
(Copleston, Vol.IV, 177). This strain in Molloy's thought becomes obvi
ous when he is preparing for his journey to the seashore, and observes
his limbs as if they were strange puppets:
And when I see my hands...they are not mine, less than ever
mine, I have no arms...But it doesn't last, I bring them
back, little by little, towards me, it's resting time. And
with my feet it's the same, sometimes, but...I do not bring
them back to me, when they become my feet agian, for I can
not, but they stay there, far from me, but not so far as be
fore (Beckett 89).
Molloy's pessimism is apparent again when one compares what he
"sees" at the shore with Stephen's calming vision of a three-masted
ship in the harbor off Sandymount Strand. Beckett also provides his
character with a nautical vessel, but one which is a mockery of the
graceful "Rosevan" of Ulysses. In this case, Molloy imagines himself
in a pitiful "oarless skiff," paddling "with an old bit of driftwood."
Beckett has taken Joyce's Dedalus, and made a figure fit for bitter
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comedy. There is nothing remotely encouraging in Molloy's seaside musings:
And I sometimes wonder if I ever came back, from that voyage.
For if I see myself putting to sea, and the long hours with
out landfall, I do not see the return, the tossing on the
breakers, and I do not hear the frail keel grating on the
shore (Beckett 92-93).
Another critical concern and another thematic parallel between
these two men is that of the mother-son relationship. Stephen is haun
ted by thoughts of his mother's death; these appear early in the "Telemachus" chapter when he dreams of "her wasted body within its loose
brown grave clothes giving off an odor of wax and rosewood" (Joyce
5). He takes offense at Mulligan's insensitive remark about "Dedalus
whose mother is beastly dead" and dresses in "cheap dusty mourning."
In his pain, in his ruminations on the essential emptiness of much of
existence, he is moved to wonder at the nature of a mother's love when
he regards one of his pupils in the "Nestor" chapter: "She had loved
his weak watery blood drained from her own. Was that then real? The
only true thing in life? His mother's prostrate body the fiery Oolumbanus in holy zeal bestrode" (Joyce 5).
A possible reason for this mother-fixation is the guilt which Ste
phen feels because of her; as Hugh Kenner states: "Stephen has been
pursued by the ghost of his mother May Dedalus ever since she forced
on him a request he could only refuse: to pray for her" (113). Stephen,
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ever the wordsmith, borrows from a medieval treatise a name for this
shadow on his shoulder— the agenbite of inwit— and tortures himself
with it throughout the novel.
Molloy is more bitter than Stephen when he discusses his mother,
yet it is the thought of her which galvanizes him in the first portion
of the novel: "...I resolved to go and see my mother...and I was seized
with a trembling at the mere idea of being hindered from going there"
(Beckett 19). Like Stephen who imagines his mother's green vomit fill
ing up a bowl, Molloy associates his parent with the revolting nature
of a physical world. There is no respect in Molloy's voice, only an
obscene whine, an ironic parallel to Stephen's solemnity: "Unfortunate
ly it is not of them I have to speak, but of her who brought me into
the world, through the hole in her arse if my memory is correct. First
taste of the shit" (Beckett 20).
The hatred and contempt which Molloy feels for his mother reach a
peak in the same passages in which he writes of taking the key to her
strongbox. He calls her "Countess Caca," describes her "few niggardly
wetted goat-droppings", her "shrunken hairy old face" and communicates
with her by means of "one or more (according to my needs) thumps of the
fist, on her skull" (Beckett 23). Molloy confesses:
And if ever I'm reduced to looking for a meaning to my life,
you never can tell, it's in that old mess i'll stick my nose
to begin with, the mess of that poor old uniparous whore and
myself the last of my foul brood, neither man nor beast
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(Beckett 24).
Just as Stephen's mother becomes a symbol of that which he de
spises— obedience to church dogma— Molloy's mother becomes the hated
symbol of reproduction, of humanity itself, a "congregation" of which
Molloy wants no part. It is not his mother that the artist condemns; it
is a vision of himself wrought through introspection. Ludovic Janvier
summarizes the matter when he defines Molloy's mother as "an image of
that re-ascent into one's self that the character despises and to which
he is invited/forced by the attitude of mankind" (49).
There may be a further explanation for the scatological bitter
ness in which Molloy indulges. The inspiration for these passages may
lie in that time of Beckett's final decision to exile himself from Ire
land, to give up hone and family forever. Deirdre Bair writes that:
Something happened between September 21 and October 15 [1937]
that gave Beckett the courage and determination to make the
abrupt decision that he would stay no longer in Ireland, no
matter how his mother begged or threatened him (262).
He departs as suddenly as Joyce departed, and because of similar urges.
He had finished Murphy, and had begun the composition of his trilogy
(a process interrupted by the Second World War). An important paragraph
in one of his letters contains a term familiar to readers of Ulysses.
Writing to his old friend McGreevy, Beckett confesses some of his feel
ings concerning his mother:
Instead of creeping about with the agenbite as I suppose I
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ought, I am marvelling at the pleasantness of Cooldrinagh
without her

But I don't wish her anything at all, neither

good nor ill. I am what her savage loving has made me, and it
is good that one of us should accept that finally as it has
been all the time...I simply don't want to see her or write
to her or hear from her... (Bair 263).
These threads of remorse, hatred, and guilt find their clearest artis
tic expression in Molloy's diatribes.
To this point in Molloy, Beckett's parallel episodes have been mo
deled on the "Telemachia" section of Ulysses. In the second half of his
novel, Beckett adds another major character, Moran, just as Joyce adds
Leopold Bloom to Ulysses. These older men resemble one another in that
they grapple with the questions of fatherhood, sensual gratification,
dispossession, and the boundaries of subjective reality.
Bloom's thoughts contain references to every possible human emo
tion— anger, joy, pity, jealousy. One of the strongest emotions,
though, is grief, the grief that he feels over the death of his young
son Rudy. After he reads Milly's note in "Calypso", for example, he re
members her birth:
Separation. Remember the summer morning she was bom, run
ning to knock up Mrs. Thornton in Denzille Street. Jolly old
woman. Lots of babies she must have helped into the world.
She knew from the first poor little Rudy wouldn't live. Well,
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God is good, sir. She knew at once. He would be eleven now if
he had lived (Joyce 54).
Similarly, in the "Hades" episode, Bloom observes Martin Cunningham:
"Noisy selfwilled man. Full of his son. He is right. Something to hand
on. If little Rudy had lived. See him grow up. Hear

his voice in the

house. Walking beside Molly in an Eton suit. My son. Me in his eyes.
Strange feeling it would be" (Joyce 73).
At times his sorrow over the loss of a son becomes a more general
lament for the condition of all mortal men, doomed to be bom, perhaps
to reproduce, and to die. Bloom's periods of depression are not fre
quent, and he is not an emotionally stunted neurotic; nevertheless
there are sharp pangs of despair present in such passages as this from
1'Lestrygonians11:
Useless words. Things go on same; day after day: squads of
police marching out, back: trams in, out. ...Mina Purefoy
swollen belly on a bed groaning to have a child tugged out
of her. One b o m every second somewhere. Other dying every
second. Since I fed the birds five minutes. Three hundred
kicked the bucket. Other three hundred bom, washing the
blood off, all are washed in the blood of the lamb, bawling
maaaaaa (Joyce 134-135).
These moments are fleeting, brief glimpses of natural horrors from
which Bloom turns away. His thoughts flow toward other matters and
other people. He is redeemed by his ability to accept Rudy's death, to
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search for other ways of nurturing, and the climax of such searching
is the final conversation and "communion" with another "son"— Stephen
Dedalus.
While Bloom's journey ends with his finding a young man to sub
stitute for the lost son, it can be argued that Moran seeks to withdraw
from his son, to forsake all those ties of parenthood. Joyce writes of
pain caused by loss. Beckett, in his characteristically pessimistic
fashion, creates a Bloom who embraces the thought of loss. Moran ap
pears to relish those incidents which serve as reminders of the indig
nities and antipathies inherent in the human condition. He does not
share Bloom's sentimental attitudes about sons, but stares at his child
with the eyes of a disenchanted realist. Moran too thinks of his grow
ing into manhood, but he cannot do so with gladness:
My son is sleeping. Let him sleep. The night will come when
he too, unable to sleep, will get up alnd go to his desk. I
shall be forgotten...1 am done for. My son too. All unsus
pecting. He must think he's on the threshold of life, of
real life (Beckett 125).
Bloom's relationship to Rudy can never change. Death has made of
Rudy a sacred image. Beckett's "Rudy", Moran's son, continues to live
and to annoy his father. Moran becomes less sympathetic toward his son,
viewing him with ironic detachment rather than affection. At one point
he drags the son from bed:
I had to muster all my strength to overcome his resistance.
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But I had hardly freed him from the bed when he broke from my
hold, threw himself down on the floor and rolled about,
screaming with anger and defiance. The fun was beginning al
ready (Beckett 173).
The detachment degenerates into outright hostility, and grows into an
Oedipal nightmare. Moran hisses, "He would doubtless at that moment
with pleasure have cut my throat, with that selfsame knife I was put
ting so placidly in my pocket" (Beckett 179).
The result

of the conflict is not surprising. The son abandons

Moran near the end of the novel, leaving him as isolated as Leopold
Bloom: "For waking early I found myself alone, in the shelter, I who
was always the first to wake. And what is more my instinct told me I
had been alone for sane considerable time, my breath no longer ming
ling with the breath of my son" (Beckett 220). The abandonment removes
Moran's last genuine connection with humanity, and the effect on Moran
is liberating. He can see existence for what it is-: "For I had no illu
sions, I knew that all was about to end, or to begin again, it little
mattered which, and it little mattered how, I had only to wait" (Beck
ett 221). He is a figure afflicted with, in John Pilling's phrase,
"rage that things should be so, and resigned acceptance that things
must be so" (26). Bloon's isolation may be temporary; Moran's is a
permanent condition.
One characteristic of Leopold Bloom that makes him such an intri
guing contrast to Stephen Dedalus is his acceptance of the sensual
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world of the human body. From early morning, when Bloom carefully pre
pares asavory breakfast of grilled kidney, to late at night, when he
heats acup of cocoa, he lingers over physical pleasures. He eats, he
drinks, he smells, he observes, he listens. He luxuriates in the warmth
of his bath, the warmth of a glass of burgundy, and the warmth of Molly
in bed. At times, Joyce emphasizes this side of Bloom's nature over his
intellect, particularly in the "Lotos-Eaters" chapter which ends:
He foresaw his pale body reclined in it at full, naked, in
a womb of warmth, oiled by scented, melting soap, softly lav
ed. He saw his trunk and limbs riprippled over and sustained
buoyed lightly upward, lemonyellow: his navel, bud of flesh:
and saw the dark tangled curls of his bush floating, float
ing hair of the stream around the limp father of thousands, a
languid floating flower (Joyce 71).
In addition to the delights of the flesh minutely detailed through
out Bloom's day, he finds frustration. His "affair" with Martha is a
masquerade of pen and paper, without consummation. He himself is being
cuckolded by Blazes Boylan, whose rough, masculine assertiveness mocks
Bloom's sensitivity. Not even the house of prostitution provides re
lief; Bloom is assaulted with evidence of his dark desires. The only
example amidst this carnival of appetites of Bloom's sexual release is
in the "Nausicaa" episode, when he masturbates alone, on a nearly de
serted beach, having been brought to a pitch of excitement hot by Ger
tie's actual physical appearance, but by his private fantasies. The
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surrender to sensuality is therefore incomplete, a sterile consumma
tion. Bl.oom and Gertie never even converse.
Beckett also catalogues the delights of the senses in the "Moran"
portion of his work, but there is an air of suburban angst, of an ar
tificial contentment masking inner fear, in Moran's words. It is a fear
that Bloom can brush aside, but which Moran cannot. Death lurks behind
these sights and sounds of a middle-class neighborhood:
All was still. Not a breath. From my neighbors' chimneys the
smoke rose straight and blue. None but tranquil sounds, the
clicking of mallet and ball, a rake on pebbles, a distant
lawn-mower, the bell of my beloved church, and birds of
course, blackbird and thrush, their song sadly dying, van
quished by the heat, and leaving dawn's high boughs for the
bushes' gloom. Contentedly I
verbena

inhaled the scent of my lemon-

(Beckett 130).

Beckett provides a lemon-scented "opiate" for this wanderer, just as
Joyce does for Bloom. It lingers in his nostrils, a tranquilizing com
fort symbolizing bourgeois satisfaction. Moran's reverie soon dies away, and with it his "last moments of peace and happiness." It has
served the same function as Bloom's bath, fortifying the runner of
gauntlets in order that he might withstand the rigors of the long day
ahead.
When Bloom enters his outhouse, he finds a simple satisfaction in
the elimination process. Moran yearns for a similar relief, not for
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himself but for his son, who experiences constipation. They enter Mo
ran's modem bathroom, where, Moran says, "The porcelain, the mirrors,
the chromium, instilled a great peace within me" (Beckett 162). Such
peace is temporary, however; the son's purge fails miserably. This col
lapse of an attempt to resolve a digestive crisis provides a counter
point to Moran's own crushed expectations described earlier in the no
vel, when he dreams of both corporeal and spiritual comfort. He decides
to delay eating his stew in

order to partake of the bread of Holy Gom-

munion: "All I wanted was to return heme as quickly as possible and
stuff myself with stew. My soul appeased, I was ravenous" (Beckett
138). The religious ceremony provides only momentary relief. A few mo
ments after his meeting with Father Ambrose Moran confesses that, "The
host, it is only fair to say, was lying heavy on my stomach. And as I
made my way hone I felt like one who, having swallowed a pain-killer,
is first astonished, then indignant, on obtaining no relief" (Beckett
140). The secular refreshment is no more effective than the sacramental
one, for "The stew was a great disappointment."
Onanism rears its sinful head in Molloy, sinful in Moran's case
because he is a practicing, though not a devout, Roman Catholic.
Bloom's release of sexual tension is an isolated event. Moran, lack
ing any sort of female companionship, engages in this activity often.
When his son enters Moran's room unexpectedly, the father thinks to
himself: "Now if there is one thing I abhor, it is someone coming into
my room, without knocking. I might just happen to be masturbating, be
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fore my cheval-glass. Father with yawning fly and starting eyes, toil
ing to scatter on the ground his joyless seed" (Beckett 140). Moran
performs the solitary sexual act out of sheer boredom, as if it were
just one more bodily function like eating, sleeping, or elimination, in
contrast to Bloom, who is aroused by the sight of Gertie. After he se
parates from his son, Moran's aimlessness appears greater than before.
As he describes his state of mind, a reader is reminded, in an ironic
fashion, of Bloom's seaside thoughts:
The day seemed very long. I missed my son! I busied myself
as best I could. I ate several times. I took advantage of be
ing alone at last, with no other witnesses than God, to mas
turbate. My son must have had the same idea, he must have
stopped on the way to masturbate. I hope he enjoyed it more
than I did (Beckett 198-199).
Beckett continually describes the desires of the body and, for
Moran, those desires result only in a slide toward depression. There
is no hint of Bloom's life-affirmation here, only fleeting satisfaction
followed by sharper hungers. Beckett's philosophical position, as he
develops it in his Proust, provides a clue to the significance of Mo
ran's spiritual pendulum. Beckett examines the human condition in this
treatise on the French novelist, and sums up his argument for existen
tial despair with the words, "So that we are rather in the position of
Tantalus, with this difference, that we allow ourselves to be tanta
lized" (Beckett, Proust, 3). It is difficult for the mind to accept the
emptiness of man's ex
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istence; it must manufacture its own consolations. Those comforts
stink of mortality, and die soon after birth. Therefore, the most fit
ting symbol for all of life's brief, exquisite pleasures is that which
is most brief and most exquisite— a sexual climax. John Pilling pro
vides support for this argument when he quotes Beckett as saying, "Per
haps the most perfect form of being would be an ejaculation" (122).
A third major parallel between Bloom and Molloy is the way in
which each faces the threat of dispossession, and, included in this
threat, the danger of losing the keys to their respective kingdoms. A
picture of two crossed keys hovers in Bloom's consciousness because it
represents the commercial endeavors of Alexander Keyes, a merchant who
is a client of Bloom. Thus the keys are a means whereby the harried,
middle-aged canvasser may gain some ground on his fellows in the com
petitive world of Dublin. Stuart Gilbert, in his early study of Uly
sses, attempts to interpret these keys more thoroughly:
Seemingly irrelevant, this motif [the crossed keys] is never
theless associated with one of the "magical" themes of
Ulysses, the legend of Mananaan MacLir, the founder of the
Manx nation. The book of Fermoy relates that Mananaan was
a necromancer who had the power of enveloping himself in a
mist...to outwit his enemies. ...Crossed keys are, therefore,
an emblem of the ultimate word of existence as well as of
Mananaan, lord of spirits of the air and Alexander Keyes,
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spirit merchant (191-92).
The keys stand for a power over events that Bloom, the searcher after
words, desires but is fated never to possess. Richard Kain comments on
the problem of keys, writing that, "The texture of Ulysses provides am
ple evidence that the book is intended to be a merciless exposure of
the keylessness of modem man" (167). Near the end of the novel,
Bloom's temporary exile from home is made more obvious when he arrives
at No. 7 Eccles St. with Stephen only to discover that he has forgotten
hislatchkey. Gilbert describes Bloom

as entering "as Odysseus revisi

ted his palace, like a menial, by the service door and with the aid of
a ruse" (371).
Moran also faces the proolem of dispossession, but his

"key"

difficulty is more complex. He is much less emotionally secure than
Bloom, and therefore his house (and soul) are guarded by more than a
single lock. Moran describes his predicament at great length:
I have a huge bunch of keys, it weighs over a pound. Not a
door, not a drawer in my house but the key to it goes with
me, wherever I go. I carry than in the right-hand pocket of
my trousers, of my breeches in this case. A massive chain,
attached to my braces, prevents me from losing them. This
chain, four or five times longer than necessary, lies, coiled
on the bunch, in my pocket. Its weight gives me a list to the
right, when I am tired, or when I forget to counteract it, by
a muscular effort (Beckett 172).
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Surely here is a vision of modem man at his most pathetic— a neurotic
Bloom weighed down by possessions, by a need to keep control over his
pitiful domestic domain. The "massive chain" may refer indirectly to
Moran's habitual participation in the rituals of the Roman Catholic
Church. In one sense, the keys provide him with a raison d'etre; he
must continue his otherwise empty movements if only to maintain his
various status symbols.
As this second half of the novel progresses, Moran must face a
grave problem, the gradual loss of his ring of keys. After his encoun
ter with the "dim man" in a shelter, Moran checks his pockets, saying,
"And it was while feeling my pockets that I discovered something of
which my mind had been powerless to inform me, namely that my keys were
no longer there." He begins searching the ground for them, returning
each one he finds to his pockets, like Molloy manipulating his stones.
For the first time, Moran displays a courageous instinct to face the
world without all of his chains: "And finding no more keys, I said,
There is no use my counting them for I do not know how many there were.
Finally I said, Hell to it, I'll do with those I have" (Beckett 209).
Near the end of his journey, when he has returned home, he faces the
same obstacle that opposes Bloom— a locked door. He pulls out his last
remaining key, only to be temporarily stymied, for "The key went into
the hole, but would not turn." What is revealed here is that the key
was unnecessary. Moran possesses sufficient power to open the door
without its aid, by physically forcing it open.
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The lock was guarding nothing, because Moran's home has been ran
sacked. It is an empty shell surrounded by a dead farm. Unlike Bloom,
who returns to a familiar haven— the same kitchen, furniture, and warm
wife— Moran has been cast adrift, isolated. However, Beckett's intent
is to demonstrate that Moran's seemingly hopeless confusion is the only
sort of outcome possible for modem man. There is no all-embracing,
Joycean "Yes" here, merely a passionless, black independence. Moran's
loss of possessions mirrors Beckett's own willful casting aside of his
heritage. Pilling partially explains the author's motivation, stating
that, "As [Beckett] developed as a writer, he realized more and more
that the horror and pain of living could not be domesticated and tamed
by the culture he had acquired" (5).
When Moran enters his house, he finds that "It was in darkness...
I turned the switch. No light. The house was empty. The company had cut
off the light. They have offered to let me have it back. But I told
them they could keep it. That is the kind of man I have become" (Beck
ett 174-175). He is a man who has found the pit of revelation, a "rag
and bone shop of the heart" which derives any potential for comfort
from its sharp truths. Illusions— the illusions of happy families, sat
isfying work, a benevolent God— must be put aside. Moran has learned
the meaning of one of Beckett's more terrifying homilies: " 'If there
were only darkness, all would be clear' " (Pilling 120).
The single key left in Moran's pocket gains its power from its
loss of usefulness. A passage from Beckett's Proust helps to explain
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this apparent paradox:
...when the object is perceived as particular and unique and
not merely the member of a family, when it appears indepen
dent of any general notion and detached from the sanity of a
cause, isolated and inexplicable in the light of ignorance,
then and only then may it be a source of enchantment (11).
While Joyce attempts to fit individual objects, events, and characters
into a grand, unified fictional puzzle, Beckett is more interested in
the separate puzzle pieces. The key is important, not because of its
association with the treasure house of domestic tranquility, but be
cause it is a solitary symbol of the folly of human ambitions. It for
ces Moran to confront the sorrows of reality. He beds down, not with a
warm Mother-earth figure like Molly, but with his own despair.
A final parallel between Leopold Bloom and Jacques Moran is that
they both ponder questions concerning subjective reality and the nature
of the ego. Bloom retains an inner strength of spirit. No matter the
indignities heaped upon him, Bloom remains Bloom, even when he longs
to leave the cell of self. Beckett mocks Joyce's belief in the resili
ency of the ego by ending his novel with a merging of Moran and Molloy.
In the fictional world of Beckett, the spirit is as weak as the flesh.
Leopold Bloom makes various attempts to "escape" from his person
ality, his own imprisoned perspective. He often imagines himself view
ing the world through different eyes. The most obvious example of
Bloom's sympathetic "merging" with another character occurs in the
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"Ithaca" episode, as he and Stephen discuss such subjects as bathing,
the power of language, and various points of similarity between the
Hebrew and Irish languages. The ceremonial style of the chapter, its
passages very close in sound and structure to the catechism, emphasi
zes the elaborate forging of connecting links between Bloom and Ste
phen. However, the end returns the wanderers to the stark chambers of
separation. Stephen departs. Bloom prepares for bed. The two retain
their individual personalities, and are left to their individual fates.
Moran spends his days searching for Molloy, but they never meet.
What becomes apparent at the end of the second half of the novel is
that the two begin to merge without meeting. Moran, in his obsession
with Molloy, loses his individual ego in a way that Bloom never can.
Moran has learned the folly of accruing possessions, of constructing a
habitation and attempting to make it a permanent refuge from the
world's madness. He is close to Molloy spiritually, because he is now
ready for a seemingly endless journey. His preparations include ending
his working relationship with his superior, Gaber: "One day I received
a visit from Gaber. He wanted the report. That's funny, I thought I was
done with people and talk. Call back, I said" (Beckett 240). He flees
the Church's lingering embraces, recounting his last meeting with Fa
ther Ambrose in a fading voice and saying, "I think he really liked me,
in his own way. I told him not to count on me any more. He began to
talk. He was right. Who is not right? I left him" (Beckett 240).
Physically he is now Molloy's counterpart in that he has begun
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hobbling; the human machine is dying, and his last retreat will also
take place on crutches. He desires a final return to a nature from
which man is estranged: "I have been a man long enough, I shall not put
up with it any more, I shall not try anymore...I am going to...go into
the garden" (Beckett 240). This is very close to Molloy's pitiful line,
" I longed to go back into the forest." They both dream of spring wea
ther, and as Moran drifts toward darkness, he begins to speak of him
self in the third person, just as Molloy does in his last phrases. They
have become a single philosopher, ignorant yet concerned to the last
with the problems of knowledge, victimized by the process identified
by John Fletcher as "the tendency of the self to collapse into a wider
self" (144). Moran's last action is to pick up his pen. He is now able
to decipher the letters which Molloy could not: "But in the end I
understood this language. I understand it, I understand it, all wrong
perhaps, that is not what matters" (Beckett 241). He has become Beck
ett's ideal artist, one who, in the author's words, "is active, but
negatively, shrinking from the nullity of extracircumferential pheno
mena, drawn in to the core of the eddy" (Beckett, Proust 48).
An analysis of these various parallel episodes cannot be complete
without some explanation of how they fit into the overall structure of
the parody. Beckett's novel is a critique of Joycean theories, of Joy
cean optimism, as shown by the manner in which he twists the broad
structure of Ulysses to fashion a much darker work. It is true that,
as Francis Doherty writes, "...both authors use the image of the cir
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cle to express attitudes toward time and the world", but Beckett uses
that image in Molloy in a very different way.
Joyce's fascination with cyclical patterns has been well document
ed, Finnegans Wake being the work most often cited. However, it is also
true that, as Kain says, "The dominant concept of Finnegans Wake is
present in embryo in Ulysses: that basic experiences, characters, situ
ations, recur throughout history" (35). Leopold Bloom is interested in
the mystical concept of "metempsychosis" which may be defined as "the
passing of soul, spirit, or personality upon death into another body,
whether of the same or a different species" (Reese, 354). The soul is
therefore part of a continuous wheel of being— birth, life, death,
birth, life, death— which is eternal. Bloom's journey on June 16, 1904
is modeled on that of Odysseus, an elliptical excursion from hearth to
maelstrom and back to the hearth again.
Within each separate episode may be found other "circles", some of
which

Richard Ellmann analyzes in the chapter "The Circle Joined" in

his book Ulysses on the Liffey. I will not offer an extensive summary
here. But there is an important theory which underlies this scheme and
which Joyce borrows from the Italian philosopher Giordano Bruno, pos
sessor of a "mystical faith in interconnection as a world principle."
Ellmann writes of Bruno's
emphasis on the kinship of contraries as facets of the same
entity... . Ultimately...all contraries are coincident. Hot
is opposite to cold, but they are both aspects of a single
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principle of heat, and their kinship can be seen in the fact
that they are united at their minima, the least hot being al
so the least cold. The deepest night is the beginning of
dawn. Bruno declares that love is hate, hate love, that poi
son yields its own antidote. For Joyce, this was no finespun
theory, but an axiom which he saw everywhere confirmed (54).
Joyce embedded these "coincident contraries" in various incidents
involving Stephen and Bloom, but "Joyce was not satisfied to use Bru
no's coinciding contraries only thus far. Each of the first three chap
ters is half a circle, to be completed by its parallel chapter in the
second triad" (Ellmann 54). Thus, the circular wanderings, both spiri
tual and temporal, form part of the deep structure of Ulysses.
Joyce's purpose in devising such a dramatic geometry is similar in
scxne ways to his use of Berkeleyan metaphysics. There is inherent in
Bruno's writings a dynamic optimism, a passionate belief that nothing
in life is to be despised; everything and everyone fit somehow into the
cycle of Being. Ellmann believes that "Bruno's doctrine did not loan so
large for Joyce simply as a mechanical convenience. He was exalted by
it, for it meant that nothing was isolated" (56).
Beckett also uses the circle as a metaphor for man's existence.
Beckett's two main characters in Molloy eventually reach an end to
their journeys, and yet the endings are not in any sense resolutions.
Ludovic Janvier, in his analysis of the novel, writes that, "Considered
separately, each story, once completed, is a perpetual self-starting
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recommencement, since its end returns to its beginning" (35). Molloy
begins his narrative with the brief statement, "I am in my mother's
room." He departs from the "prison", begins a walk which carries him to
the seashore, to the forest, and finally to a ditch. The ditch is in a
region which he cannot immediately identify. His weary eyes scan the
landscape:
I looked at the plain rolling away as far as the eye could
see. No, not quite so far as that. For my eyes having got
used to the light I fancied. I saw, faintly outlined against
the horizon, the towers and steeples of a town, which of
course I could not assume was mine on such slight evidence.
It is true that the plain seemed familiar, but in my region
all the plains looked alike, when you knew one you knew them
all (Beckett 123).
But this half-hearted denial of a return to his former heme is re
placed by the bitter realization that he is, at last, completing the
circle of his wanderings:
For how could I drag myself over that vast moor, where my
crutches would fumble in vain. Rolling perhaps. And then?
Would they let me roll on to my mother's door? Fortunately
for me at this painful juncture, which I had vaguely fore
seen, but not in all its bitterness, I heard a voice tell
ing me not to fret, that help was coming (Beckett 124).
The reader never learns what this "help" is. Because Molloy seems
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to dread the beginning of another cycle of his existence, it may be
that he would consider death, the condition of ultimate stasis, as
help. The thought of any motion back to his starting point is threat
ening to Molloy. His last words are wistful, defeated, resigned: "I
longed to go back into the forest. Oh not a real longing. Molloy could
stay, where he happened to be" (Beckett 124).
Part II, the tale of Moran, is more obvious in the way its end
mirrors its beginning. Moran's internal monologue opens with the words,
"It is midnight. The rain is beating on the windows. All is sleeping.
Nevertheless I get up and go to my desk" (Beckett 125). He then re
ceives his instructions concerning the search for Molloy, and leaves
his hone. By the end of the second half of the novel, he is alone, hav
ing lost his son, and his sanctuary— consisting of house, garden, and
grounds— has been

ruined. One might expect him to strike out in a new

direction, to create for himself a different life, or else to succomb
to despair. Instead, he retreats into passivity, unsure and ignorant.
His last words, like a litany, are echoes of his introduction: "Does
this mean I am freer now than I was? I do not know. I shall learn. Then
I went back into the house and wrote, It is midnight. The rain is beat
ing on the windows. It was not midnight. It was not raining" (Beckett
177).
There is a twist to this ending. Like Molloy in his final scene,
Moran really does not know if he has returned to his starting point or
not. His last two sentences suggest that he too rebels at the thought
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of remaining yoked to an endlessly repetitive existence; he attempts
to find, in words, a thread leading out of the labyrinth. The reason
for these characters' search for escape from this Ulysses-like circle
may lie in Beckett's desire for a spiritual peace which is finally un
obtainable in a world of cyclical flux. The linkage of opposites and
the universal repetition which excite Joyce merely depress Beckett.
Gluck, in her study of Beckett and Joyce, provides some support for
this conclusion, arguing that "Beckett craved...a finality that the
perpetual motion of Joyce's system could not provide, and that his own
system, because it copied the closed circularity of Joyce's, could not
satisfy" (103). In her analysis of Beckett's typical protagonist, she
presents one possible explanation for the anguish of Molloy and Moran,
creating an appropriate epitaph for these existential nomads: "Forever
ending, never finished, this is the fate of Beckett's artist-heroes...
B o m into the suffering of eternal time, they can decay but not die.
Yearning for silence, they are obliged to speak; straining toward sta
sis, they must remain in motion" (132). They are creatures of spiritual
emptiness, denizens not of Eccles Street, but of a cul-de-sac. Beckett
has created two characters based on Joycean models who symbolize Beck
ett's abandonment of Joycean optimism.
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NOTES

There is some disagreement among Joycean scholars as to the exact
source of this allusion. Weldon Thornton, in his Allusions in
Ulysses, states that Joyce is borrowing from the poet William
Blake's Jerusalem. However, I believe that the authors of the
Notes are correct when they argue that the "weaver" phrase is adap
ted from Isaiah 19:9: "Moreover they that work in fine flax, and
they that weave networks, shall be confounded."
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